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AbstrACt
background Patients with BRCA1- associated protein 1 
(BAP1)- mutant clear cell renal cell carcinoma (ccRCC) have 
worse prognosis. C- C chemokine receptor 5 (CCR5) plays 
an important role in ccRCC development and its expression 
is elevated in BAP1- mutant tumors.
Methods 533 patients with ccRCC from The Cancer 
Genome Atlas cohort and 797 patients with ccRCC 
from the Shanghai cohort were enrolled. In vitro and 
in vivo studies were conducted with human ccRCC 
tumors and murine tumor models. The association 
between BAP1 and CCR5 or its ligands was assessed by 
immunohistochemistry, flow cytometry, real- time PCR 
and ELISA. Survival was compared between different 
subpopulations of patients using Kaplan- Meier curve. 
Therapeutic effect of CCR5 blockade was validated using 
human ccRCC tumors and murine models.
results Expression of CCR5 and its ligands were 
elevated in BAP1- mutant patients with ccRCC. High CCR5 
expression was indicative of poor prognosis in BAP1- low 
group of patients. CCR5 blockade prolonged the survival 
of tumor- bearing mice, resulting in enhanced cytotoxicity 
of T cells and antigen presentation of dendritic cells but 
repressed immune checkpoint expression. CCR5 ligands 
could recruit CCR5+ regulatory T cells to the tumor 
microenvironment. Additionally, BAP1- mutant ccRCC tumor 
cells secreted CCR5 ligands, which increased programmed 
cell death ligand 1 expression. However, both processes 
could be inhibited by CCR5 blockade. Study limitations 
include the unclear impact of CCR5 expressed by other cell 
populations.
Conclusions CCR5 in BAP1- mutant ccRCC results in an 
immune- suppressive microenvironment. Targeting CCR5 
could provide a potential therapeutic benefit for patients.
trial registration number NCT01358721, CA209-009.

bACkground
Clear cell renal cell carcinoma (ccRCC) 
represents 75%–85% of kidney cancer 
cases, and its incidence has been increasing 
in recent years.1 Genomics studies have 
revealed that multiple genes with significant 
mutations, including the von Hippel- Lindau 
(VHL) gene, polybromo-1 (PBRM1) gene 
and BRCA1- associated protein 1 (BAP1) 

gene, are present in ccRCC and are capable 
of driving tumor development and progres-
sion.2 Existing studies indicate that the mech-
anism of ccRCC development first involves 
VHL gene mutation on chromosome 3 associ-
ated with short- arm deletion of homologous 
chromosomes; then, the tumor progresses in 
one of two directions, PBRM1 gene mutation 
or BAP1 gene mutation. Patients with ccRCC 
with BAP1 mutation are often with higher 
grade, metastasis development and worse 
prognosis.3

Notably, ccRCC ranks first in common 
tumors for both the immune infiltration 
score and T- cell infiltration score.4 Therefore, 
immune checkpoint inhibitors (ICIs) have 
drawn much attention in the treatment of 
renal cancer. Several clinical trials have inves-
tigated the therapeutic effect of programmed 
cell death 1 (PD-1) inhibitors in advanced 
kidney cancer, some of which obtained posi-
tive feedback.5 6 Previous study has demon-
strated relatively high immune activity in 
BAP1- mutant ccRCC (online supplementary 
figure 1a).7 However, whether BAP1- mutant 
ccRCC is sensitive to ICIs has rarely been 
documented. We analyzed data from two clin-
ical trials8 of anti- PD-1 therapy in metastatic 
ccRCC and found that BAP1- mutant patients 
with ccRCC responded poorly to inhibitors 
targeting PD-1 (online supplementary figure 
1b- c). Therefore, it is particularly essential to 
find new therapeutic targets for BAP1- mutant 
patients with ccRCC.

C- C chemokine receptor 5 (CCR5) is found 
to associate with renal cell carcinoma (RCC) 
development. It was reported that CCR5 
and its ligands was significantly upregulated 
in high- stage or high- grade tumors.9 Thus, 
CCR5 might be a potential therapeutic target. 
Maraviroc, a Food and Drug Administration 
(FDA)- approved CCR5 antagonist, was found 
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Figure 1 The expression of C- C chemokine receptor 5 (CCR5) and its ligands increases in BRCA1- associated protein 1 
(BAP1)- mutant clear cell renal cell carcinoma (ccRCC). (A) Association between BAP1 RNA expression vs various chemokines 
and their receptors RNA expression in patients with ccRCC from The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) cohort. ‘Coefficient with 
BAP1’ means the Spearman's rank correlation coefficients between chemokines or their receptors and BAP1, or ‘Spearman's 
Rho’. Death risk is the HRs of the overall survival (OS) calculated with Cox model by inputting continuous variables. (B) 
Association between chemokines and their receptors RNA expression vs risk of death in patients with ccRCC from the TCGA 
cohort. (C) CCL2-5, CCL8 and CCR5 mRNA expression levels in fresh BAP1- mutant and BAP1- wildtype ccRCC tumor 
specimens measured by real- time PCR (n=8 per group). Box- and- whisker diagrams were used (median, lower and upper 
quartiles; horizontal lines define min and max). (D) Representative images showing CCL2-5, CCL8 and CCR5 expression in 
BAP1- wildtype and BAP1- mutant ccRCC tumor specimens via immunohistochemistry. (E) Correlation between chemokines 
RNA expression and BAP1 RNA expression from the Shanghai cohort. (F) Left: CCL2-5, CCL8 expression levels in BAP1 
knockdown tumor- bearing mice measured by ELISA; right: proportion of CCR5+ cells determined by flow cytometry (n=10 per 
group).

able to induce cytotoxic and apoptotic effects in both 
primary and metastatic colon cancer cells.10 Additionally, 
it inhibited breast cancer and liver cancer progression 
in mouse models as well,11–13 but whether it has a thera-
peutic effect in ccRCC remains unknown.

In the present study, we investigated whether blockade 
of CCR5 receptor affected the progression of this type of 
tumor. We found that CCR5 blockade might serve as a 
novel cancer- immunotherapy strategy to induce a robust 
immune response and improve clinical outcomes.

MAteriAls And Methods
study population
The Shanghai cohort consisted of 809 patients with ccRCC 
from Zhongshan Hospital Fudan University (Shanghai, 
China). All these patients received partial or radical 
nephrectomy between January 7, 2008 and December 
23, 2010, and corresponding archived formalin- fixed 

paraffin- embedded specimen were preserved for immu-
nological staining. None of these 809 patients received 
neoadjuvant radiotherapy or chemotherapy. Twelve 
patients with distant metastatic diseases were excluded. 
Baseline demographic, clinical and laboratory data were 
collected simultaneously, MRI and CT scans were reas-
sessed in radiology units and all archived diagnostic 
H&E slides were pathologically central reviewed inde-
pendently. Patient characteristics are presented in online 
supplementary table 1.

Sixteen ccRCC fresh tumor specimens (8 BAP1- mutant 
ccRCC and 8 BAP1- wildtype ccRCC) and five paired 
peripheral blood samples were collected from Zhongshan 
Hospital Fudan University. Patients enrolled underwent 
nephrectomy and were treatment- naïve.

The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) data were down-
loaded from Genomic Data Commons Data Portal 
(https:// portal. gdc. cancer. gov/) in August 2016.14 Five 
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Figure 2 C- C chemokine receptor 5 (CCR5) antagonist 
prolongs survival and causes tumor cell death in BRCA1- 
associated protein 1 (BAP1)- mutant clear cell renal cell 
carcinoma (ccRCC) mice. (A) Overall survival (OS) and 
recurrence- free survival (RFS) curves for BAP1- low patients 
with ccRCC according to immunohistochemical CCR5 
staining from a shanghai cohort. (B) Tumor volume from 
BALB/c mice subcutaneously injected with BAP1- knockdown 
RENCA cells and treated with anti- CCR5 or isotype (n=10 per 
group). (C) OS curve for BALB/c mice orthotopically injected 
with BAP1- knockdown RENCA cells and treated with anti- 
CCR5 or isotype antibodies (n=10 per group). (D) Typical 
images of mouse tumorous tissue sections with H&E staining 
after treatment with anti- CCR5 or isotype antibodies. (E) Left: 
dead tumor cell fraction in cultured human tumors treated 
with maraviroc or isotype antibodies (n=8 per group). Dead 
cells were identified as populations that stained positive for 
the viability dye (Zombie Violet for 405 nm excitation); right: 
typical images gated by Epcam+CD45− cells.

hundred thirty- three patients with ccRCC who under-
went renal mass surgery between 1998 and 2013 were 
enrolled. During survival analysis, 518 patients with intact 
follow- up data were enrolled. Likewise, the number of 
patients with recurrence data was 516. RNA expression 
level was normalized as Z- score or log2 (expression +1) 
before analysis.

The primary outcomes of survival analyzes were overall 
survival (OS) and recurrence- free survival (RFS), repre-
senting the time from the date of surgery to the date of 
death (OS) and recurrence (RFS), or to the date of last 
follow- up. Further details of the materials and methods 
used in this study were presented in the online supplemen-
tary materials and methods.

results
expression of CCr5 and its ligands are elevated in bAP1-
mutant ccrCC
The mutation rate of BAP1 in ccRCC was 14%–15%. 
Genome sequencing in the TCGA cohort identified 40 
BAP1- mutant patients with 42 mutations, about 24% 
(10/42) of which was frameshift mutation, 26% (11/42) 
of which was nonsense mutation, 12% (5/42) of which 
splice mutation, 7% (3/42) of which was translation start 
site mutation. In- frame deletion and missense mutation 
accounted for 2.4% (1/42) and 28.5% (12/42) cases, 
respectively. Missense mutations did not affect protein 
levels. Frameshift mutations led to the degradation of 
proteins due to translation errors. Nonsense mutations 
and translation start site mutation led to the failure of 
protein transcription. Splice site mutation resulted in 
post- transcriptional splicing errors. Above all, about 70% 
of these mutations induced a decrease in BAP1 protein 
expression. Another cohort found that nearly 90% 
(22/25) BAP1- negative patients with ccRCC measured 
by immunohistochemistry (IHC) had BAP1 mutation.9 
Thus, we use BAP1 mRNA/protein level as proxy of muta-
tion in patients with ccRCC in this study (online supple-
mentary figure 2d). Consistent with previous reports, 
we found that BAP1 mutation was typically associated 
with loss of the protein and indicated poor prognosis 
for patients with renal cell carcinoma9 15 (online supple-
mentary figure 2a- c and online supplementary table 2). 
To understand the possible mechanism underlying this 
phenomenon, we analyzed the correlation between BAP1 
mRNA expression and various chemokines plus their 
receptors. We found that the expression of CCR5 and its 
ligands were anticorrelated with BAP1 (figure 1A). Addi-
tionally, patients with higher expression of CCR5 and its 
ligands were at greater risk of death (figure 1B). Real- time 
PCR analysis confirmed this in BAP1- mutant patients with 
ccRCC (figure 1C). IHC analysis further revealed that 
BAP1 protein was negatively associated with CCR5 and 
its ligands (figure 1D- E). Next, we stably integrated an 
RNA interference vector into murine RENCA cells and 
established a BAP1 knockdown cell line, which was then 
used to construct a subcutaneous tumor- bearing mouse 
model. Flow cytometry and ELISA results showed that 
the proportion of CCR5+ cells and the expression levels 
of CCL2, CCL3 and CCL5 in ccRCC tumors were higher 
than those in the control group (figure 1F). These results 
indicated the association existing between BAP1 gene 
mutation and high expression of CCR5 and its ligands.

CCr5 blockade retards the progression of bAP1-mutant 
ccrCC
The above- mentioned results suggested that CCR5 might 
be a potential therapeutic target for BAP1- mutant ccRCC. 
Indeed, we found that in BAP1- low group of patients, 
increased CCR5 expression was indicative of poor OS 
and RFS (figure 2A), while no difference was observed in 
BAP1- high group of patients (online supplementary figure 
3a). In BAP1- knockdown subcutaneous tumor- bearing 
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Figure 3 Blockade of C- C chemokine receptor 5 
(CCR5) reactivates the antitumor immune response. (A) 
Number of intratumoral CD4+T, CD8+T, dendritic cell (DC), 
interferon (IFN)-γ+, GZMB+, PRF1+, CD80+, CD86+, MHC- 
II+, programmed cell death ligand 1 (PD- L1)+, programmed 
cell death 1 (PD-1)+, CTLA-4+ cells from BALB/c mice 
orthotopically injected with BRCA1- associated protein 1 
(BAP1)- knockdown RENCA cells and treated with anti- CCR5 
or isotype antibodies (n=10 per group). (B) Expression of 
cytotoxic cytokines, Ki67 and CD69 in CD4+ or CD8+ T cells 
and molecules related to antigen presentation in DC from 
cultured human tumors treated with maraviroc or isotype 
antibodies (n=8 per group). Measured by flow cytometry. 
(C) Interleukin-10 (IL-10), transforming growth factor-β 
(TGF-β), arginase 1 and inducible nitric oxide synthase (iNOS) 
levels measured by ELISA and enzyme activity assays in 
supernatants of tumor tissue cultures treated with maraviroc 
and the control. ns. not significant. *P<0.05; **p<0.01; 
***p<0.001.

mouse model, tumor volume was significantly reduced 
after treating with an anti- CCR5 antibody (figure 2B). 
A survival benefit was observed in the orthotopic mouse 
model as well (figure 2C). Moreover, we found that the use 
of anti- CCR5 antibody caused extensive necrosis of tumor 
cells (figure 2D) and a similar result was observed by 
flow cytometry analysis. Our previous study16 established 
a novel in vitro culture system incorporating bulk single 
cell suspensions from resected ccRCC tumors to simu-
late the in vivo tumor immune system of patients. And 
similar models were used to test the therapeutic effect of 
histone deacetylation inhibitor in lung cancer.17 In our 
study, resected ccRCC specimens were disaggregated 

and cultured in vitro, and maraviroc (an FDA- approved 
anti- CCR5 antagonist) was added for activity testing. 
The fraction of dead renal tumor cells in BAP1- mutant 
patients was significantly higher than that in the isotype 
control (figure 2E). However, anti- CCR5 antibody had no 
effect in BAP1- wildtype ccRCC (online supplementary 
figure 3b- c). These findings suggested that blockade of 
CCR5 could effectively inhibit the progression of BAP1- 
mutant ccRCC.

CCr5 blockade activates the antitumor immunity in bAP1-
mutant ccrCC
After observing a large number of immune cells around 
the necrotic foci of renal tumor cells treated with the 
anti- CCR5 antibody, we postulated that blockade of CCR5 
could enhance the antitumor immune response. Thus, 
we investigated the infiltrating level of local immune cells 
in tumor- bearing mice. We found that the proportions of 
tumor- infiltrating CD8+ T cells and dendritic cells (DCs) 
were increased in mice treated with anti- CCR5 anti-
body and the corresponding proportions of interferon 
(IFN)-γ+, GZMB+, PRF1+, CD80+ and CD86+ cells were 
also increased, indicating enhanced cell cytotoxicity and 
antigen presentation (figure 3A). Meanwhile, the propor-
tions of programmed cell death ligand 1 (PD- L1)+ and 
CTLA-4+ cells were significantly decreased (figure 3A). 
We further digested fresh tissue specimens from BAP1- 
mutant patients with ccRCC into single cell suspensions 
and cultured the cells in vitro with maraviroc as the nega-
tive allosteric modulator for 4 days. Subsequently, flow 
cytometry revealed no significant differences in the acti-
vation marker CD69 of CD4+ T and CD8+ T cells; however, 
the proportion of CD4+ T cells secreting the functional 
effector molecule IFN-γ and CD8+ T cells secreting IFN-γ 
and GZMB or expressing CD107a were significantly 
increased. The number of DCs increased together with 
elevated expression of CD80 and CD86; however, the 
change in HLA- DR was not significant. The proliferation 
ability of CD8+ T cells and DCs were enhanced as well 
(figure 3B). In addition, interleukin-10 (IL-10), trans-
forming growth factor-β (TGF-β), arginase and inducible 
nitric oxide synthase expression levels in tumor superna-
tants were measured. We found that the expression levels 
of all these inhibitory molecules decreased following 
maraviroc treatment (figure 3C). However, the effect 
of CCR5- blocking antibody on the antitumor immune 
response was not significant in BAP1- wildtype ccRCC 
mice (online supplementary figure 3d).

CCr5 blockade suppresses the recruitment of regulatory t 
cells
We next explored the specific mechanism by which 
blockade of CCR5 activated the antitumor immunity. 
We analyzed the fraction of infiltrating immune cells in 
ccRCC using the CIBERSORT method18 and found a 
higher fraction of Tregs in BAP1- mutant patients with 
ccRCC (figure 4A). A previous study indicated that 
CCR5 was partially expressed on the surface of Tregs and 
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Figure 4 Blockade of CCR5 prevents the recruitment of 
CCR5+ Tregs. (A) The CIBERSORT method was performed 
to analyze the proportion of 22 immune cells among BAP1- 
mutant or BAP1- wildtype patients with ccRCC from The 
Cancer Genome Atlas cohort. (B) Number of Tregs, CCR5+ 
Tregs and CCR5− Tregs in BALB/c mice orthotopically 
injected with BAP1- knockdown RENCA cells and treated 
with anti- CCR5 or isotype antibodies (n=10 per group). (C) 
Representative images of CCR5+ Tregs and CCR5− Tregs, 
gated by CD3+CD4+CD25+ cells. (D) Migration of PBMC- 
derived CCR5+ Tregs in response to CCR5 ligands in the 
presence of maraviroc or isotype control was analyzed with 
a migration assay (n=5 per group). (E) PBMC- derived CCR5+ 
Tregs and CCR5− Tregs were isolated by FACS from BAP1- 
mutant patients with ccRCC and cultured for 3 days before 
measurement of interleukin-10 (IL-10) and transforming 
growth factor-β (TGF-β) concentrations in supernatants via 
ELISA (n=5 per group). ns. not significant. *P<0.05; **p<0.01; 
***p<0.001.

blockade of CCR5 affected the recruitment of Tregs.19 
Likewise, we found that the total number of Tregs, espe-
cially CCR5+ Tregs, was decreased after treatment with 
the CCR5- blocking antibody compared with the control 
group, but no obvious change was found in CCR5− Tregs 
(figure 4B,C). In addition, we found that total CD8+ 
T cells increased and CD4+ T cells and macrophages 
decreased slightly after CCR5 blockade, but there was no 
significantly difference in total number of CD8+ T cells, 
CD4+ T cells and macrophages or corresponding CCR5+ 
or CCR5− immune cell subtypes between the two groups 
(online supplementary figure 4a). It suggested that 

CCR5+ Tregs might play an important role in this process. 
We then isolated human peripheral blood- derived CCR5+ 
Tregs and found that CCR5+ Tregs were recruited by 
CCL3 and CCL4, but this chemotaxis was significantly 
attenuated after maraviroc treatment (figure 4D). Next, 
CCR5+ Tregs and CCR5− Tregs were isolated to investi-
gate their functional differences. Compared with CCR5− 
Tregs, CCR5+ Tregs secreted higher levels of IL-10 and 
TGF-β (figure 4E), which indicated their stronger immu-
nosuppressive function.

CCr5 blockade represses Pd-l1 expression by tumor cells in 
bAP1-mutant ccrCC
Given that research has shown positive PD- L1 expression 
in tumor cells20 and that our study revealed a decreased 
number of tumor- infiltrating PD- L1+ cells after treat-
ment with the CCR5- blocking antibody (figure 3A), 
we analyzed the distribution of PD- L1 in BAP1- mutant 
tumor tissues and found that tumor cells had a signifi-
cantly higher proportion of PD- L1+ cells than non- tumor 
cells (figure 5A). The proportion of PD- L1+ tumor cells 
decreased, while the proportion of PD- L1+ non- tumor 
cells did not change substantially after maraviroc treat-
ment (figure 5B).

Interestingly, tumor cells also included a relatively high 
proportion of CCR5+ cells (figure 5C). We stimulated 
the isolated BAP1- mutant renal tumor cells with CCR5 
ligands in vitro with addition of maraviroc. Subsequent 
analysis revealed CCL5 could significantly enhanced 
PD- L1 expression by tumor cells, followed by CCL3 and 
CCL8. However, this effect was reversed after blocking 
CCR5 (figure 5D). Moreover, blockade of CCR5 caused 
PD- L1 expression to decrease without addition of exog-
enous chemokines. We isolated tumor cells from BAP1- 
wildtype and BAP1- mutant patients with ccRCC and 
cultured them for 3 days in vitro. The concentration of 
CCL2-5 was significantly higher in BAP1- mutant ccRCC 
(figure 5E). A similar result was obtained from the BAP1- 
knockdown RENCA cell line constructed with BAP1 short 
hairpin RNA (figure 5F).

disCussion
BAP1 is known to interact with BRCA1 and possess 
deubiquitinating enzyme activity and thus BAP1 can 
prevent further degradation of the protein.21 Therefore, 
mutations in the BAP1 gene are often associated with 
decreases in protein expression or changes in gene expres-
sion. In the present study, we found BAP1 gene mutation 
in approximately 10% of patients from TCGA database. 
This patient population had a short survival time and was 
prone to tumor recurrence. The poor clinical outcome 
of BAP1- protein- low patients was also confirmed in the 
Shanghai cohort. Therefore, BAP1 mutation induces 
a decrease in target protein expression, which is likely 
to affect tumor development and progression through 
downstream pathways.22
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Figure 5 Blockade of C- C chemokine receptor 5 (CCR5) represses the expression of programmed cell death ligand 1 (PD- L1) 
by tumor cells. (A) Proportion of PD- L1+ tumor and non- tumor cells in fresh BRCA1- associated protein 1 (BAP1)- mutant tumor 
specimens (n=5). (B) Left: number of PD- L1+ tumor and non- tumor cells from cultured human tumors treated with maraviroc 
or isotype antibodies (n=8 per group); right: typical image of flow cytometry. (C) Proportion of CCR5+ tumor and non- tumor 
cells in fresh BAP1- mutant tumor specimens (n=5). (D) Renal tumor cells were isolated from BAP1- mutant patients with clear 
cell renal cell carcinoma (ccRCC). One group was treated with maraviroc and the other group with isotype antibody. The PD- 
L1 expression level on the tumor cell surface was measured after 4 days of stimulation with CCR5 ligands in vitro. (A–D) All 
measured by flow cytometry. (E) Left: renal tumor cells were isolated from BAP1- wildtype and BAP1- mutant patients with 
ccRCC and cultured in vitro for 3 days and CCL2-5 and CCL8 secretion in supernatants was measured via ELISA; right: CCR5 
expression level on the surface of renal tumor cells was measured via flow cytometry. (F) CCL2-5 and CCL8 secretion in culture 
supernatants of BAP1- knockdown RENCA cell line measured via ELISA. ns. not significant. *P<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001.

We used multilevel data to confirm that BAP1 expres-
sion was negatively correlated with CCR5 and its ligands. 
Moreover, we confirmed that high CCR5 expression was 
only suggestive of poor prognosis for BAP1- low patients, 
which was possibly due to the immunosuppressive envi-
ronment. Previous studies have reported the high expres-
sion of CCR5 and its ligand CCL5 in basal and HER-2 
breast cancer, revealing that CCR5 plays a crucial role 
in cancer progression.11 23 Taken together, these results 
suggested that targeting CCR5 might serve as a novel 
strategy in cancer treatment.

In the murine model, we found that CCR5 antibody 
treatment prolonged survival and delayed tumor progres-
sion. A study by Song et al24 demonstrated that CCR5 
promoted tumor progression and further found that 
CCR5 deficiency led to apoptotic melanoma cell death. 
In the present study, we noted that immunosuppressive 
microenvironment was interrupted after CCR5 blockade. 
Specifically, the number of cells related to cytotoxicity and 
antigen presentation was increased, while the number of 
cells mediating immunosuppression was decreased. In 
vitro studies revealed an elevated expression of functional 
effector molecules by lymphocytes and antigen- presenting 

molecules by DCs after maraviroc treatment. Meanwhile, 
a decrease in the protein expression levels of inhibitory 
molecules in culture supernatants was observed. Taken 
together, these results indicated that CCR5 blockade 
could enhance the ability of the host immune system to 
eliminate tumor cells.

We further explored the specific mechanisms by which 
CCR5 blockade enhanced the antitumor immunity. First, 
we found a large number of locally infiltrating Tregs in 
BAP1- mutant ccRCC. Oldham et al25 reported that CCR5 
was significantly overexpressed on tumor infiltrating 
lymphocytes, of which were mostly FOXP3+ cells in RCC. 
Additionally, CCL5- CCR5 axis was found to play critical 
roles in immune cell migration and chemotaxis axis and 
in inducing Tregs polarization.26 27 Based on these find-
ings, we presumed that recruitment of Tregs was affected 
following the use of CCR5 inhibitors. By transwell assays, 
we found that CCL3 and CCL4 could recruit CCR5+ Tregs 
and that CCL3 has the strongest chemotactic effect. Simi-
larly, Zhang et al found that colon cancer cells recruited 
CCR5+ Tregs to local tumors by secreting CCL5, which 
in turn suppressed the cytotoxicity of CD8+ T cells and 
mediated immune evasion.19 28 Intriguingly, we observed 
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stronger immunosuppressive capacity in CCR5+ Tregs 
than in CCR5− Tregs. A similar result was also confirmed 
by Ward et al29 in human colorectal cancer. In addition, 
enhanced infiltration and more IL-10 secreted by CCR5+ 
Tregs than CCR5− Tregs in lymphoid and central nervous 
system tissues retarded encephalitis progression in mice 
model.30 However, the detailed phenotype and function 
of CCR5+ or CCR5− Tregs in ccRCCs are still needed to 
be explored.

Besides recruiting CCR5+ Tregs, we also found that 
BAP1- mutant tumor cells generated CCL2, CCL3 and 
CCL5, which bound to CCR5 on the cell surface and 
induced PD- L1 expression. This process could be attenu-
ated by CCR5 inhibitors. ICIs have developed rapidly for 
clinical treatment of kidney cancer. However, only a rela-
tively small proportion of patients with ccRCC respond 
to ICI treatment.31 This implies that other immune 
evasion mechanisms might exist, and thus new thera-
peutic targets are needed to improve the therapeutic 
effect of ICIs. Yang et al32 found that maraviroc reduced 
myeloid- derived suppressor cell infiltration in tumor 
parenchyma and retarded tumor progression in gastric 
cancer, and its combined use with an anti- PD-1 antibody 
enhanced the therapeutic effect. These results suggested 
that combining use of PD-1 inhibitor and maraviroc in 
BAP1- mutant patients with ccRCC is a direction worth 
exploring in the future.

The present work has some limitations. The specific 
mechanism that the CCL5- CCR5 axis induces tumor cells 
to express PD- L1 at high levels needs to be further eluci-
dated. Additionally, the mechanism by which BAP1 muta-
tion leads to increased expression of CCR5 and its ligands 
remains to be investigated.

ConClusion
We demonstrated that BAP1 mutation led to increased 
expression of CCR5 on Tregs and tumor cells. Appli-
cation of anti- CCR5 antibody induced the antitumor 
immune response and effectively inhibited tumor growth. 
The present study revealed that tumor cells could secrete 
CCR5 ligands, which could bind with the tumor cell 
surface receptor and induce increased PD- L1 expression, 
and recruit CCR5+ Tregs to the local tumor microenvi-
ronment and promote immune evasion. CCR5 blockade 
could prohibited both of these processes and might serve 
as a potential new therapeutic approach.
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